Read the Venn diagram and answer the questions that follow.

1) Living beings that can swim

Living beings that can jump

a) Identify mammals that can both swim and jump.

b) How many animals in all have been illustrated in the Venn diagram?

c) List the all the animals that can jump.

d) Which mammals can swim but cannot jump?

e) Identify animals that can either jump or swim.
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Read the Venn diagram and answer the questions that follow.

1)

Living beings that can swim

Living beings that can jump

a) Identify mammals that can both swim and jump.

b) How many animals in all have been illustrated in the Venn diagram?

Rabbits, Chameleons, Grasshoppers, Frogs, and Kangaroos

Elephant

Crocodiles, Fish, Frogs, Kangaroos, Elephant, Grasshoppers, Rabbits, and chameleons

c) List the all the animals that can jump.

Rabbits, Chameleons, Grasshoppers, Frogs, and Kangaroos

d) Which mammals can swim but cannot jump?

Elephant

e) Identify animals that can either jump or swim.

Crocodiles, Fish, Frogs, Kangaroos, Elephant, Grasshoppers, Rabbits, and chameleons